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Working with Individuals
with Brain Injury
A Professional’s Guide

Brain injury can be difficult to diagnose, but knowing how to identify and 
work with an individual who has sustained a brain injury can lead to a 
more productive relationship with them. This tip sheet is intended to offer 
information on screening for possible brain injury and provide strategies 
for engaging an individual in an appropriate plan of care.

A brain injury is acquired through traumatic or non-traumatic results. A traumatic brain injury 
(TBI) is an alteration in brain function, caused by an external force, including falls. A 
non-traumatic brain injury is the result of an internal source, as from a stroke. 

What is a Brain Injury?

Symptoms Causes

•   Physical: including seizures, headaches     
    fatigue, weakness, and paralysis
•   Sensory: including impaired    
    coordination, speech, vision, and balance
•   Cognitive: including impaired reasoning  
    or memory, slow thought process,    
    difficulty making decisions, reading and  
    writing
•   Social: including agitation,    
    impulsiveness, emotional instability, and  
    lack of initiative

•   Falls
•   Sports/Recreation Accidents
•   Brain Tumor
•   Stroke/Aneurysm
•   Infection
•   Motor Vehicle Accidents
•   Assault/Violence
•   Shaken Baby Syndrome
•   Lack of Oxygen (Anoxia)
•   Exposure to Toxic Substances



A Partnership Approach

Screening Questions

After an individual has experienced brain injury, he or she may feel a loss of control in 
many aspects of life. They may feel inferior or unequal as a partner in the roles previously 
held. A partnership approach can be an effective way to negotiate solutions to thinking 
and behavior problems. One of the key steps in this process is to establish and maintain 
open communication. You can do this by:

•   Discussing performance and expectations
•   Providing gentle, realistic comments about behavior
•   Identifying success and addressing areas of concern directly and without delay

If you know or suspect that someone has sustained a brain injury, use the following 
questions to determine if additional assistance is needed:

1. Was your head hit?
2. Were you choked, suffocated, shaken or strangled?
3. Did you lose consciousness or feel dazed or confused?
4. Are you having trouble concentrating, organizing or remembering things?
5. Are you experiencing emotional changes such as irritability, sadness or lack of motivation?
6. Are you experieincing headaches, vision and/or hearing problems or loss of balance?

BIAV provides personalized information and referral assistance to clients and technical 
assistance to professionals. For information on these services, contact us.

1506 Willow Lawn Drive
Suite 212

Richmond, VA 23230

info@biav.net

This article is provided for informational and educational purposes only. The information is not intended as a substitute for professional 
advice, diagnosis or treatment, and you should not use the information in place of the advice of your medical, psychological, or legal 

providers.

This project is supported [in part] through state general funds (Contract #16-002A) administered by the Virginia Department for Aging and 
Rehabilitative Services (DARS).



Brain Injury Deficit
Management Strategies

Deficit Problems Arising

The person may... You can...

Management Strategies

Speed of Information 
Processing

Fatigue

•   Take longer to complete tasks
•   Take longer to answer questions
•   Be unable to keep track of lengthy 
    conversations

•   Make allowances and give the person extra time
•   Present only one thing at a time
•   Not interrupt or answer for the person
•   Verify that the person is keeping up with the  
     conversation

•   Tire quickly (physically & mentally)
•   Have reduced tolerance and ability to cope
•   Become irritable
•   Have other problems exacerbated

•   Encourage the person to take breaks
•   Schedule more demanding or essential tasks  
    when the person is at their best

Mental Tracking •   Have difficulty following instructions
•   Lose track of what they are thinking or doing
•   Get information confused

•   Keep activities short and uncomplicated
•   Ask specific or direct questions
•   Provide reminders of the next step or task

Memory •   Have difficulty learning new things
•   Be forgetful
•   Lose things
•   Have difficulty recalling what they’ve learned

•   Repeat information as necessary
•   Encourage use of external memory aids  
    (journals, calendars, time tables)
•   Maintain ‘special places’ for belongings
•   Give reminders and prompts to assist recall

Attention •   Appear not to listen
•   Miss details
•   Forget what people have said
•   Have difficulties concentrating
•   Be unable to cope with more than one thing 
     at a time
•   Be easily distracted
•   Change the subject often
•   Get bored easily

•   Shorten instructions/activities so they can be  
    completed
•   Write down instructions accurately and in a       
    way that can be easily understood later
•   Encourage the person to engage in only one  
    activity at a time
•   Reduce external distractions
•   Bring the person’s focus back to the current task

Problem Solving •   Have difficulty working out solutions to   
    problems
•   Be unable to generate new ideas
•   Have a disordered approach to problem solving

•   Help identify an achievable outcome for the task,   
    ensure there is a purpose
•   Avoid giving open-ended tasks
•   Assist the person to break a task down into smaller   
    components
•   Reduce the demands made upon the  person (one   
    thing at a time)

Communication •   Have trouble initiating conversation
•   Have trouble understanding non-verbal   
    communication/body language; take statements  
    literally

•   Encourage participation by asking “What do   
    you think about that?”; use open-ended       
    statements such as “Tell me about...”
•   Giver verbal cues to communicate intent of       
    conversation
•   Use simple and direct language and avoid        
     talking in abstract terms; avoid the use of sarcasm

Planning & Organizing •   Have difficulty preparing for a task
•   Be unable to work out the steps involving a task
•   Have problems with organizing their own   
    thoughts and explaining things to others

•   Provide a written structure or guideline  
    outlining the steps in order
•   Help develop a timetable (weekly, daily) to  
    establish a routine of activities
•   Encourage the person to take time to think  
    before they speak

Reasoning •   Have a rigid and concrete thinking style
•   Be resistant to change
•   Have a simplistic understanding of emotions
•   Show poor judgement and poor decision making  
     skills

•   Explain changes in routine in advance, giving reasons
•   Avoid using emotional undertones
•   Provide real life examples when offering explanations

Self-Monitoring •   Show poor adherence to rules
•   Not realize they have made errors
•   ‘Hog’ conversations; be verbose and keep talking  
    when others are no longer interested
•  Have lower tolerance for frustrating situations

•   Provide feedback promptly and in a  respectful   
    manner when errors occur
•  Create and use signals to let them know they are   
    talking too much
•   Encourage turn-taking in conversations
•   Gently redirect behavior to a different topic or activity


